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This article suggests that conditions of coloniality produce a sui generis public sphere,
one which contains multiple, plurilingual collective audiences, rather than a single “bour-
geois public sphere” (Habermas), or a single “imagined community” (Anderson). By
way of illustration, it locates diasporic Chinese publics in the colonial public sphere of
British Malaya, and argues for a more analytically differentiated understanding of their
constituent collectivities, or what it refers to as “we” publics. It analyses a Chinese-lan-
guage newspaper, the Yik Khuan Poh, elaborating the different “we” publics convened
within its pages, and emphasising the regional and translocal geographies of collective
belonging that exist within the “transnational we,” which models of diaspora tend to
overdetermine. In situating the Yik Khuan Poh in its temporal and spatial contexts in
the early twentieth century, this article also raises questions about the character of colo-
nial public spheres in an era of significant globality.
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On 2 June 1919 a Huizhou native called Luo Jiongxiong issued a passionate call in the
pages of a Chinese newspaper, the Yik Khuan Poh, founded just over two months earlier
in the small colonial town of Kuala Lumpur in British Malaya. “Gentlemen of con-
science, assist us,” he implored, “we have been caused to weep Qingdao tears, and the
national salvation spirit is raised within us!”1 Luo was a teacher at a local Chinese school,
and a journalist, recently emigrated from China. These impassioned “Qingdao tears”
were part of an upswell of Chinese nationalist sentiment around the postwar fate of
Qingdao, the former German colony in the northeastern Chinese province of
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Shandong.2 Qingdao had been seized by Japan at the start of World War I—illegally, the
Chinese representatives insisted—but after months of negotiation at the peace settlement
at Versailles, on 30 April the Allies resolved in favour of Japan and confirmed the legit-
imacy of its claim on Shandong, much to the chagrin of Chinese onlookers. The result
would be months of protest, not only by the students in Beijing whose violent protests
on 4 May 1919 would gift the eponymous “May Fourth movement” to Chinese history,
but by incensed Chinese compatriots across the country and indeed across the world. Luo
was imploring these “gentlemen of conscience” to help him compile “Qingdao tears”—
poems, essays, lamentations, and other creative writings—into an edited volume which
might be sold to raise funds for the anti-Japanese boycott that was at that very moment
surging across Chinese cities on the mainland.

Who exactly had Luo Jiongxiong been addressing in his impassioned plea in the
pages of the YKP—or to put it differently, who was included in the “we” that had
been caused to weep Qingdao tears, and was now being called to arms? The classic the-
ories of print and public spheres, by Jürgen Habermas and Benedict Anderson, tend to
produce “the Chinese nation” as the answer.3 This is only too easily reinforced by the
weight of Chinese diaspora studies, which on the whole remains devoted to elaborating
the impact of mainland historical developments on overseas populations, such that the
diasporic Chinese “we” and the mainland Chinese “we” are often subsumed one into
the other.4

Yet this instinctively ethnonationalist answer is not particularly satisfactory. The pic-
ture of Chinese diasporic print culture which emerges from this is oriented towards
nationalist struggle in China, in literary tone, in political galvanisation, in racialised
national sentiment. But the nation Luo Jiongxiong wished to save was not, and specific-
ally excluded, the territory in which he stood writing. His was a classically “diasporic”
world, one which took as its object of imagination, concern, and sentiment a nation
—“China”—that was decidedly elsewhere. Yet, writing in a Chinese newspaper that cir-
culated primarily in Kuala Lumpur and other urban areas on the Malay peninsula, he
could not have been addressing his countrymen there in China, but rather his similarly
displaced compatriots here, the “we” that lay within the indeterminate geographies of
the YKP’s circulation. This was a particular public, one which tacitly shared an under-
standing of itself as differentiated and elsewhere from China. As Michael Warner
observes in “A Conversation” in this issue, reflecting upon his classic work on publics
and counterpublics:

When you’re talking to people you don’t know and you have to recruit them into some
kind of we . . . it is an attempt to recruit people into [a particular] understanding. . . . But
[this understanding] doesn’t yet have a newspaper or an established press or a strong
sense of what the geography of this community is. It is just going out into the world.
It is that kind of motion outward towards strangers that produces a lot of the rhetorical
and political forms of a public.5

Still more problematic is that, like many colonial spaces, British Malaya was a site of
overlapping diasporic publics, bristling with competing intellectual and cultural geog-
raphies whose publics thought, spoke, and read in a range of different vernaculars, of
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which Chinese was only one.6 Colonialism’s contact zones were products of direct con-
quest, large-scale labour migration, and the creole restructuring of economies and intim-
ate spaces. Owing to the demographic artifice of the colonial intervention, many of its
resultant worlds featured quite improbable “cohabitations” of language: Yoruba and
English, to take Karin Barber’s example, or a colonially appropriated Swahili and the
many alternative vernaculars it elbowed out along the way, or the many topolects of
Indian and Chinese languages that found their way on the decks of Portuguese,
British, Dutch, and Spanish ships into Southeast Asian port cities and beyond.7 These
processes produced overlapping polyglot publics that defy Habermasian models. Even
Anderson’s Imagined Communities, for all its profound wisdom about the ways in
which national communities are imagined through shared languages of print, proved sur-
prisingly inadequate to the task of imagining polyglot national communities, owing to its
ultimately romantic (if “assuredly polemical”) attachment to the idea of a single vernacu-
lar as the basis for amor patrie: “What the eye is to the lover…language – whatever lan-
guage history has made his or her mother-tongue – is to the patriot. Through that
language, encountered at mother’s knee and parted with only at the grave, pasts are
restored, fellowships are imagined, and futures dreamed”.8

This article thus proceeds from the observation that neither Habermasian conceptions
of the public sphere nor Andersonian print capitalism adequately capture the character of
a “colonial public sphere.” Instead I want to explore the ways in which the colonial
world’s “sites of interaction” might instead produce a sui generis public sphere, one
which contains multiple, plurilingual collective audiences, rather than a single “bour-
geois public sphere,” or indeed, a single “imagined community.”9 Colonial print worlds
seem to be uniquely dense with what Lara Putnam and Karin Barber respectively referred
to as “expansive collective identities” and “multiple layers and scales of address” that
were “simultaneous [and] nested within each other,” from the most intimate to the
most global and universal. In Putnam’s words, the periodical press opened new intellec-
tual spaces to address hitherto nonexistent collectives, producing “the ability to say ‘we
the Negro race, this is what we need to do,’” but also at the same time “to invoke multiple
different collectives. Over the course of any given newspaper issue, editors might invoke
island-specific collectives, such as Jamaicaness, and the British West Indian nation, and
the British Empire.”10 Benedict Anderson, some two decades after Imagined
Communities, wrote of the prolific Ilocano-speaking Filipino patriot and journalist,
Isobelo de los Reyes, that his youthful Spanish writings were “marked by the uneasy pro-
nominal slippages between I and they, we and you”, that he was “always thinking about
two audiences, even when writing for one and a half” – metropolitan audiences, fellow
ilustrados, inchoate patriots, his as-yet unspecified hermanos of a revolution in waiting.11

In doing so, Anderson evoked the vertiginous instabilities of late colonial public spheres,
engorged with audience collectivities in potentia, none of which had yet been fully
bounded by the “serial logics” of institutionalized identities that would be the lot of
so many communities passing through the colonial juggernaut.12

In Chinese newspapers in colonial cities beyond China, often regarded as simply
derivative of or “hostage to [China’s] political, economic and social trends of the
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time,”13 a range of collectives were also available for invocation which are ill-served by
eliding them as simply “Chinese” or diasporic in nature. Refashioning the collectivities
that converse, or are imagined, through the medium of print might help us move us away
from the assumption of print communities as being coterminous with the national; an
assumption which Rudolf Wagner, among others, has critiqued.14 This article suggests
that to fully appreciate the characteristics of colonial public spheres, we need to think in
more relational terms about the publics and the multiple scales of “we’s” that newspapers
invoke and convene in this flexible act of address. While studies of overseas Chinese news-
papers have offered important correctives to histories of China by showing how Chinese
press communities abroad may have played a far more important role in the transnationa-
lisation or even emergence of Chinese nationalism, they have also tended to obscure how
the same press helped create other senses of community, belonging, and concern.15

The newspaper analysed in this article, the Yik Khuan Poh (or the Yiqun Ribao), may
be translated in English as “Benefit the Masses Daily.”16 It was a Chinese-language
newspaper for a primarily Hokkien-speaking readership in Kuala Lumpur, the largest
city in the federated state of Selangor in British colonial Malaya. Its first issue was pub-
lished on 24 March 1919, just over a month before the May Fourth protests broke out in
Beijing, and it would be published continuously until 1936—quite an achievement for a
print newspaper at the time, by any measure.17 It was financed by local Chinese business-
men and Kuomintang sympathisers, as well as by capital canvassed and raised from
regional elites and organisations: nearly half of its initial capital of fifty thousand dollars
was acquired through the sale of shares to Chinese capitalists in the Dutch East Indies.18

By its own account, in its early years it had a circulation of around 1,700.19

In the first section, I examine the collectivities that are invoked and convened in the
pages of the Yik Khuan Poh under the brief but vigorous editorial reign of the paper’s first
chief editor, Wu Dunmin, distinguishing heuristically between transnational and translo-
cal “we” publics that coexisted within a single newspaper. In the second section, I
appraise the editorship of a second the embeddedness of his journalism in a social net-
work that spanned across the South Seas and to southern China, and examine the trans-
regionality of his contributions to the YKP. The distinctions I elaborate below between the
transnational, translocal, and transregional are, naturally, more heuristic than mutually
exclusive; I simply seek to use them to attempt to name the multiplicity of “we” publics
that are convened within a single paper shaped by its colonial contexts. Finally in the
third section, I turn briefly to consider the place of the YKP in the broader colonial
print world of British Malaya, as one newspaper among many, and in doing so highlight
a second feature of the colonial public sphere, as one further marked by the coexistence
of multiple “we” publics, each ring-fenced by language while partaking in the synchron-
ous globality of the early twentieth-century moment.

Wu Dunmin: The Transnational and Translocal “We”

Wu Dunmin was the founding editor of the Yik Khuan Poh, and he would also be its first
political casualty, for he was deported by the British in the fall of 1919 for the
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unrepentantly radical editorials he published in the paper in the aftermath of the May
Fourth movement. He was deposited on a ship to Hong Kong on 15 November 1919,
ejected along with five other “undesirables” in what was referred to at the time as the
“six gentlemen incident.”20 It was an abrupt and unfortunate end to what had seemed
like a promising career. When the Yik Khuan Poh was founded, Wu had been young,
no more than thirty, and had been in Kuala Lumpur for less than two years. Born in
Yongchun in Fujian province, to what must have been a relatively well-to-do family,
he received a solid classical education and also spent some time studying in Japan,
which is the most likely source for his anarchist convictions.21 It had been largely
through his efforts and enthusiasms that the paper was founded. Wu’s intellectual com-
mitment, vigour, and eloquence captured the attention of local intellectuals in Kuala
Lumpur, to whom Wu had been introduced by a fellow anarcho-communist, Wang
Yuting, in the winter of 1917.22

Wu’s earliest editorials in the YKP on the whole reflect his ideologically anarchist
concerns rather than nationalist ones, and are especially concerned with the sources of
economic and social inequality. His first major essay in the paper, entitled “On the
class system, and how it corrupts society,” traced the historical emergence of class society
and the growing gap between the rich and poor; here he proposed anarchism as the solu-
tion to social injustice in its commitment to social revolution and engineering social
mobility, principally through education.23 Subsequent essays continue these themes, out-
lining a clear engagement with theories of mutual aid communism along Kropotkinesque
lines, and the example to world socialism set by the Russian Revolution.24

The events of 4 May 1919 abruptly stimulated Wu’s specifically nationalist reorienta-
tion. The first trace of May Fourth in the Yik Khuan Poh is a brief telegram on 12 May,
little more than a terse reporting of the fact of the protests in Beijing a week ago.25 Three
days later, Wu sprang into action, publishing a couple of short commentaries fiercely
praising the actions of the Beida students: “Unafraid of peril, risking great danger and
indifferent to censure, the Beijing students witnessed with their own eyes the destruction
of the country and could not bear it, and so they acted out. . . . I hope our country
(woguo, i.e., China) will follow suit, roll up our sleeves and work together to punish
these criminals.”26 It was only somewhat later, on 23 May, that the YKP was able to pub-
lish a full account of what had transpired in Beijing, an essay almost two thousand char-
acters in length, offering a detailed description of the march through the diplomatic
quarter of Beijing, the specifics of the banners which were hoisted and leaflets which
were distributed on that day and subsequently, and a vigorous description of the break-in
to Cao Rulin’s house.27

Aweek later, Wu drenched the YKP in impassioned ink: he published seven open let-
ters in quick succession on “the Qingdao question,” and implored his readers to action.
Staff and students of overseas Chinese schools must give moral support to the student
protesters in Beijing and Shanghai, he urged.28 Overseas Chinese must convene meetings
to organise anti-Japanese boycotts, which would constitute the most effective means of
Chinese national defence, to complement and make possible the subversion and defeat of
the Peking warlord government. He continued:
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What I have advocated and stood for these past few years has undergone a transform-
ation. I had previously written off nationalism, and poured my energies into propagating
the sacredness of labourism. So why am I now going on and on about Qingdao to my
compatriots? It is because of these Japanese, who intend to enslave our government
and people. . . . In the days to come, our compatriots must inflame their patriotism.
Just as in Canada, in the Philippines, in Semarang, in Malacca: we must hold confer-
ences, make plans. All of Kuala Lumpur’s schools and educational circles and students,
our Kuomintang branches, our shopowners: we must all be stirred to send telegrams,
hold meetings, and in this manner invigorate the people’s morale (minqi).

On 19 June, May Fourth happened in Singapore. Wu’s open letters had undoubtedly laid
some foundation for this. In the weeks following news of the events in Beijing, newspa-
pers including the YKP wept tears, spilt ink, shook fists, and implored for action, calling
for an uncompromising rejection of all things Japanese. News of the triple stoppage (san
ba) in Shanghai between 5 and 12 June poured in via telegram: in an unprecedented
show of solidarity with nearly a thousand students in Beijing who had been arrested
on 3 June, not only Shanghai students but also merchants and workers struck in unison.29

Immediately afterward, Wu Dunmin published a primer with instructions on how pre-
cisely to coordinate an effective boycott, criticising the ongoing anti-Japanese boycott
in Singapore and Malaya as disorganised and inconsistent in comparison,30 though at
this point he explicitly, or at least rhetorically, counselled abstention from violent
action.31 Finally, on 19 June, Japanese shops in central parts of Singapore, including
Malacca Street and Bugis Street, were looted and goods burned in the streets. In other
parts of Singapore, the altercations went beyond burning. Shots were fired into the
crowds, the order to violence having been issued by A. H. Dickinson, the assistant super-
intendent of police. The next day, martial law was announced at 1:00 p.m., and the gov-
ernment announced a citywide ban on printing, publishing, or distributing any material
“calculated to disturb the peace.”32 Armed forces remained thick on the ground for the
rest of the week, as Japanese shops across Singapore closed to stem the flood of looting;
the imperial Japanese consul issued circulars begging Japanese subjects to stay indoors
and refrain from provocative actions, and opened the Japanese commercial museum to
refugees. The unrest did not die down until 24 June.

This is the familiar, transnational “we” of the diasporic imagination: a great global
community bound in sentiment and acting in cultural unison at the direction and urging
of the motherland; a people bound together in the tears they wept at a sense of mass
shared injustice.33 To use Michael Warner’s language, if “a public is constituted through
mere attention,” this moment created a transnational public by galvanising its attention to
a globally momentous event: more than simply cognitive attention, this moment was fur-
ther characterised by “active uptake.”34

Yet as Arif Dirlik has emphasised, while overseas Chinese newspapers certainly “gen-
erated loyalties to the mainland, especially at times of crisis,” they also “helped create a
localized sense of community in those contact zones located in other national spaces, cre-
ating new cultural identities, and distancing Chinese migrants from their origins.”35 Even
at this moment, which convened a strong transnational “we,” attitudes manifested within
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its public with particular, contextual specificity. I outline two examples in which due
attention to the specificity of the local enables a richer and more locally entangled under-
standing of how the transnational “we” publics functioned on the ground. Translocal
approaches try to keep analytical focus trained on place as “the setting of grounded
movements,” to perceive at the same time “what flows through places,” and “what is
in them,” and to try to understand both “simultaneous situatedness across different
locales,” and “situatedness during mobility.”36 The transnational “we” suggests a simple
cultural and intellectual intimacy between people otherwise separated by vast physical
distances; the translocal “we” is attentive to and insists upon understanding how those
distances produce and maintain difference, and, I want to suggest, is more apposite to
the kinds of historically and geographically situated Chinese communities found in colo-
nial spaces on the margins of the Chinese world.

The first example reveals the way in which, in order to account fully for the sequence
of events that comprise the May Fourth movement in Singapore and Malaya, we need to
understand how ideas travel within a diaspora and are remade and re-performed in new
print contexts. After the violent protests in Singapore and Penang in mid-June, Wu
Dunmin, invigorated by the show of solidarity, began to think through the boycott and
its ideological implications. Throughout July, he unleashed a flurry of think pieces in
the YKP, developing, among other things, his articulation of the concept of qiangquanz-
huyi (“repressive authoritarianism”), widely discussed in the mainland Chinese period-
ical press, and which he agreed lay at the heart of China and Chinese people’s ills.37

In four open letters on the nation (henceforth the “Minzu letters”), he developed a series
of arguments against statism and state power, and argued for a new conception of nation-
alism, one which would be predicated on radical autonomy. Such a concept, he insisted,
was irreconcilable with the military government in Beijing and its heavy-handedness,
with arbitrary Japanese injustice exhibited at Paris and subsequently in China. All of
these were, in particular ways, instances of repressive authoritarianism, and had in com-
mon four major institutions of repression: politicians, senators, army, and police.38 But it
was the implicit juxtaposition with arbitrary British actions taken in the interest of “public
security” in their colonies which Wu was developing in his writings, and the way in
which he was hitching a transnational anti-Japanese critique to a local, anti-colonial
one, that began to evoke the suspicions and scrutiny of British colonial authorities.
Over the ensuing month of June, Wu had already been twice summoned to the colony’s
principal institution for policing Chinese communities—the Chinese Protectorate—and
reprimanded.39 His Minzu letters were the last straw. After the fourth letter appeared
he was arrested, along with Song Mulin, Zhao Shichi, Yang Jianhong, Yang
Yaoguang, and Li Ximeng, on 29 July 1919, and stood trial several weeks later.40

On the very first day of his trial, on 20 August 1919, Wu’s stand-in editor at the YKP
“cut” and republished a famous May Fourth article as an editorial: an essay by Beijing
student writer Tan Mingqian entitled “Aspects of Democracy,” originally published in
Xinchao the day after the first protests in Beijing back in May.41 In this essay, Tan,
responding powerfully to the immediate aftermath of the events of 4 May in Beijing,
asserted his understanding of democracy as a loose umbrella concept driven by basic
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principles of equality and liberty, rather than something ideologically Marxist, and that
adherence to democratic principles was a “way of life” that ensured, among other things,
the “victory of reasonable truth over unreasonable force” (gongli zhansheng qiangquan).42

This act of re-publication might be dismissed as a merely obvious feature of the “trans-
national Chinese press”—newspaper content in an overseas Chinese paper was of course
routinely filled and padded out with copy from mainland Chinese papers, in a common
genre practice known as jianbao (literally, “cutting newspapers”).43 But analysing it in
the modes of the colonial public sphere and the particular way in which it appeared in
the YKP, we might understand this as a performative act of re-publication, one designed
to make a pointed jab at what the editors undoubtedly viewed as a thoroughly unreasonable
colonial state. Tan Mingqian’s piece itself had not been altered; there was no editorial com-
ment introducing it, and no attempt to change it in any way to make it relevant to local
circumstances. But the timing was unmistakable. Republishing Tan Mingqian’s article
on that particular day lent weight to Wu’s trial for protesting against qiangquan.
Addressed to a differentiated, translocal Chinese public and appearing in print in quite dif-
ferent contexts, its readers in this distant colonial public sphere would have read or heard it
in a fundamentally different way than its original readers in Beijing. The act of
re-publication here created a semantic field in which the qiangquan, the unreasonable
authoritarianism, of Japan in the global sphere at distant Versailles, could be juxtaposed
with that of Britain in the nearby space of Kuala Lumpur. Through this mode of directed
addressivity, it convened a local, diasporic Chinese community of agitated readers who
were very much “here,” with Wu Dunmin, rather than “there” with Tan Mingqian.

The convening of a translocal public also became visible in action. Wu Dunmin’s edi-
torial tenure convened two such publics. The first gathered on the occasion of his arrest,
when a mass general strike of over eight hundred Chinese shops took place in Kuala
Lumpur in protest; a second strike was called on 12 August 1919.44 This was a moment
of strike action specific to the Chinese community in Kuala Lumpur; it happened
nowhere else. Though the protesters were undoubtedly primed with the organisational
tactics and the passions of transnational protest a mere two weeks ago, the proximate
cause of their actions was the affront to a decidedly translocal “we”: the Kuala
Lumpur–based Chinese reading public, whom the YKP addressed, and called to action,
on the matter of Wu’s arrest.45 The second translocal public gathered on the occasion of
his expulsion. Wu was sentenced for deportation on 24 October 1919. On the day the
police cordon departed Kuala Lumpur for Singapore, over two thousand spectators—a
convened public of agitated readers who were “here” with Wu—thronged the roads, con-
tinuing to protest. On 15 November, Wu and his comrades were deported from “here” to
“there”—in this case, from Singapore to Hong Kong, and then onward to Yongchun—
and would never set foot “here,” in Kuala Lumpur, again.46

Liu Kefei: A Transregional “We”

When it came to printing politics, as with many other Chinese newspapers, principal edi-
tors had a strong impact on the tone of the paper. The Yik Khuan Poh was no exception.
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We have seen how Wu Dunmin’s brief tenure at the paper in the aftermath of May Fourth
escalated its patriotic tone; he gathered around him a group of writers committed to the
cause of inflaming Chinese nationalist passions in their readers, and his journalism was
oriented to what I call the “transnational we”: the pronoun of the global Chinese patriotic
masses. A different contemporaneous editor, also deeply influenced by the May Fourth
movement, corralled his interests in different ways. Liu Kefei’s editorial tenure suggests
the possibility of a “transregional we,” one that was embedded in his transregional social,
familial, and journalistic networks.47

Liu Kefei served as the editor of the Yik Khuan Poh from May 1920 to March 1921.
He frequently signed his editorials as simply “Kefei.” The omission of his family name is
a symptom of his ideological commitments: like many other southern Chinese anarchists
influenced by the great Chinese anarchist Shifu, Kefei renounced the surname—and
indeed, the nation—as an impediment to the creation of a universal human family and
brotherhood of men. And it is no surprise that he was influenced by Shifu, who was,
after all, his elder brother.

Shifu died young, of tuberculosis and probably overwork, in 1915.48 At the time,
Kefei was too young to participate in the activities that sought to continue his brother’s
work, principally labour organisation and propaganda work in Guangzhou, Shanghai,
Zhangzhou, and other southern centres of radical activity. Another older brother, Liu
Shixin, had been much more active. Closer in age, he had been more deeply involved
in Shifu’s intellectual development; during Shifu’s imprisonment in 1907–1909,
Shixin had been just twelve years old, but had visited his brother in prison every
week, bringing him classic texts and copies of the Chinese Paris-based anarchist period-
ical Xin Shiji (New Century) to read together.49 In November 1916, the year after Shifu
died, Shixin travelled to Southeast Asia in the company of Liang Bingxian, an eloquent
journalist, anarchist activist and disciple of Shifu, and a close friend of the Liu family.50

Bingxian was a seasoned traveller in the region: he had been at least twice before, once to
Singapore and once to Rangoon, and in both places he left behind a few anarcho-
syndicalist pamphlets of his own composition.51

In 1916, after Shifu died, Shixin and Bingxian headed to Singapore and taught for a
while in Yeung Ching (Yangzheng) School, a private Cantonese school established in
1905. Yeung Ching had strong connections to Guangzhou, and imbibed something of
its revolutionary fervour, promoting a distinctly progressive agenda throughout the
1910s and highlighting, especially, the importance of educating women. After
Bingxian returned to Guangzhou, Shixin stayed on in Nanyang, travelling to Sumatra
with seven other writers to spread socialism and anarchism through newspaper work,
though he conceded in his memoirs that their techniques of activism and propaganda were
rather immature.52 Shixin edited a paper called the Sumatra Paper (Sumendala bao). This
periodical quickly attracted the attention of the Dutch authorities—“they called me a
Bolshevik,” Shixin recalls—and he was deported in the fall of 1919.

These were the regional contexts and social networks within which, in the spring of
1920, Kefei was invited to Kuala Lumpur to edit the YKP.53 At the time, he had just left a
position as a journalist at the Manila-based paper the Common People’s Daily (Pingmin
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ribao).54 His tenure at the Yik Khuan Poh lasted just under a year, from May 1920 to
March 1921, after which he was, like his brother, deported and sent back to China.
His impact on the paper, though, was immediate. In terms of form, Kefei greatly enlarged
the physical size of the paper to accommodate more and longer articles. He also installed
a new supplement, Freedom Talks (Ziyoutan). Freedom Talks was an explicit introduction
of May Fourth and New Culture thinking into Kuala Lumpur. It was conceptualised as a
space for learning and discussion, and contained the following sections: The Discussion
of Questions, New Thought Trends, Research and Learning, and Reader Opinions. It also
included a letters column, which printed an abbreviated version of a letter, usually styled
in classical Chinese prose, followed by Kefei’s considered response.55 The emphasis was
on reader interaction rather than monodirectional editorials.

In terms of content, Kefei brought a focused revolutionary momentum to the YKP. He
also demonstrated a broad intellectual and ideological flexibility, willing to publish a
wide range of contending points of view, and this openness would characterise much
of the YKP until the watershed Shanghai massacre in 1927.56 In all, according to the ana-
lysis by Xu Jianfen, Kefei wrote around one hundred fifty articles during his eleven
months at the YKP. By this measure, he was certainly not as prolific an editorialist as
Wu Dunmin, who penned some 264 items in less than six months.57 Yet Kefei’s principal
contributions were less about opinionated editorials and more about what we might think
of as his bricoleurship: the ways in which he curated and gave space to a range of opi-
nions that “allowed many different political and intellectual positions to flourish . . .
exposing local Chinese to a whole new political atmosphere.”58 As with many papers
of the day, what was offered in Freedom Talks was not just reportage, but pedagogy:
social facts became implicitly didactic, serving as exemplars of progress and modernity.59

The scale of reform which seemed to matter most to Kefei personally was that of the cul-
tivation and reform of individual habit (xiguan), one of nonspecific ethnicity or origin,
which would translate and ripple outward to effect revolutionary change at all subsequent
scales. Change the habit, Kefei believed, and one would change the world. In this, he was
perhaps echoing the beliefs of the Guangdong anarchist warlord Chen Jiongming, with
whom his brother Shixin was personally acquainted.60 As Chen had written in the Fujian
Star in 1919: “If we resolve to work for the benefit of the world, we must start with the
reform of China; to reform China, we must start with the reform of our minds. . . . Once
our minds are reformed, new opportunities will naturally follow.”61 In the YKP, Kefei
sought to put this into practice among the natural “communities of interests” which
Southeast Asian Chinese seemed to perfectly represent, and to nurture a revolution in
habit from the ground up.62 His insistence on practice shaped by theory distinguished
his editorial regime: as Xu Jianfen says, “Liu’s anarchist commitments were evident
not only in the tenor of his writings but also in the method of his execution through
his activities at YKP.”63

On the one hand, Freedom Talks featured articles which Kefei selected and “cut” dir-
ectly from prominent New Culture journals from Shanghai and Beijing. Many of these
articles skewed intellectually against nationalism, capturing some of the cosmopolitan
spirit that very much characterised currents in Chinese thinking at the time. The very
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first issue of the column, for example, serialised a lengthy article by socialist thinker Dai
Jitao, which criticised nationalism as the basis for revolution, and insisted that the
Russian Revolution was not a national revolution, but a particular iteration of world revo-
lution. Freedom Talks also featured serialised translations of important European and
Japanese writings—for example, Rousseau’s “Discourse on the Origin and Basis of
Inequality among Men,” or an essay on Chinese culture by the famed Sinologist Inaba
Iwakichi, which was syndicated from the Taiyang Zazhi and reprinted in the YKP with
an introduction by Kefei.64

On the other hand, alongside these articles of transnational Chinese or world-
cosmopolitan interests “cut” from Shanghai papers, Kefei also deliberately juxtaposed
articles dealing with matters of concern to internally differentiated publics of
Chinese-speakers in Kuala Lumpur, and solicited correspondence and discussions
about them that showed their principles applied in practice. To take an example,
Freedom Talks was one of the few spaces in early Chinese newspapers where local
women correspondents were frequently featured. Kefei’s views were radically progres-
sive: “The question of the liberation of women,” he declared, in one of his earliest essays,
“is really just the same as the question of the liberation of women’s education.”65

Throughout the months of November and December 1920, he cut and republished
cosmopolitan articles—a lengthy translation of Alice Chapman Dewey’s speech in
Hubei, which insisted that the question of women’s education ought to occupy the
same central place in political discourse as that of the Shandong question, and speeches
by Bertrand Russell, which emphasised the same. He also inserted news on the various
statuses of women across the world.66 But in fulfilment of his belief in the need to reform
individual minds, he juxtaposed these alongside letters in the Tongxin column featuring
local women’s reactions to these views, some of which he appears to have solicited spe-
cifically from his networks. For example, he featured several letters by a woman named
Wu Huilan, from Klang, who having followed the discussions in the YKP for several
weeks, announced to Kefei that she sought to marry a more intelligent man by requesting
that they send essays to his Freedom Talks, in order that she might choose her husband by
choosing the best of them; Kefei collected and published letters from other local women
in support of her “progressive” action;67 he also solicited opinions and reactions to recent
articles he selected from women readers, which he collated and featured periodically.68

Apart from the focus on individual practice as refracted by world trends, Kefei also
attended to the regional, drawing on his own social networks to do so. As Bryna
Goodman has observed, “the geographic imagination expressed through newspaper for-
mat . . . indicates the complexity of newspaper identity, suggesting a variety of extra-
national (and sub-national) imagined spaces left unexamined in Benedict Anderson’s
focus on the ‘imagined community’ of the nation.”69 The YKP had always featured sep-
arate sections for “world news” (shijie yaowen), “news from Guangdong” (Guangdong
xinwen), “news from Fujian” (Fujian xinwen), and eventually “news from Nanyang”
(Nanyang xinwen). It cut and republished articles from major Chinese magazines and
periodicals of the May Fourth era, as suggested above; but it also advocated that their
modern, enlightened, and well-informed readers in Kuala Lumpur should feast on a
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regional progressive media diet. It recommended a fraternal network of newspapers that
stretched across the South Seas: Sibin Ribao (Surabaya Daily); Xianluo Ribao (Siam
Chinese Daily); Sumendala Ribao (Sumatra Daily); Juemin Ribao (Awaken the People
Daily); Huazhong Bao (Chinese Bell Paper); Zhenli Zhoubao (Truth Weekly), based
in Semarang; and Pingmin Zhoubao (Common People’s Weekly), the Manila-based
weekly where Kefei had worked before coming to the YKP. Many of these were edited
by fellow anarchists with strong fraternal connections to each other and lodged in a trans-
regional space that stretched from Medan to Manila and up to Guangdong. Headlines,
major news items, and even reader letters were also periodically syndicated from these
regional papers, alongside the modern offerings from the mainland.70

Lara Putnam has argued that anti-colonial internationalism emerged out of the trans-
national space made available by the periodical press for “the sharing and comparison
and analysis of the experience of anti-black racism,” and that it enabled people to
draw explicit comparisons between distant places in the world—“between what’s hap-
pening in the Rand or what’s happening in Cape Town.”71 The “bricolaged” quality
of Freedom Talks and the YKP under Kefei created new horizons for comparison that
specifically included the regional. Some of these sources naturally drew on Kefei’s
own contacts in the region. The publication of a lengthy serialised report of travel to
the Philippines in Freedom Talks, for example, was certainly related to Kefei’s own
experience in Manila, as well as connections he had made there.72 Shuai Shugeng, the
writer, had been recruited in 1915 by the Manila-based New Fujian Newspaper to
serve as a writer and commentator. By 1920, like Kefei, he had found his way to the
Malay peninsula, and was serving as a teacher at the San Yuk Public School in
Rawang, a district to the north of Kuala Lumpur, as well as contributing to the YKP
by Kefei’s invitation. Shuai had a clear comparative sense of what it meant to be a subject
of two systems of colonial rule and offered his factual reporting as a commentary on
comparative features of the modern. His comments on the architectural impressiveness
of Manila, the excellence of its healthcare system and public hygiene, the American gov-
ernment’s provision of public entertainment, and the egalitarian qualities of its legislative
council were direct comments on the much-lower standards of these indices of good liv-
ing under the British in Malaya. There was hardly any crime, he said, because although
there were not many police, there were many detectives. “The US is the world’s biggest
advocate of equality and humanity,” he wrote, and this was what led them to ban inhu-
mane things like rickshaws and cockfighting. More Filipinos wore socks and eyeglasses
under the Americans than ever had under the Spanish, as a direct result of the new com-
mon education introduced from America and the improved medical system. “The living
standard in the Philippines,” he concluded, “is twice more than that in China and double
that of the Malay Peninsula.”73 The horizons of comparative modernities were thus not
simply binary, between “East” and “West,” but also encouraged envious sideglances
across nearby communities living under different kinds of colonial rule outside China,
further differentiating “we” communities within the YKP.

Thus the many “we’s” invoked in Freedom Talks that slid easily from one scale to
another went from the individual through to the global, via the regional. In response
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to a reader’s effusive praise about Kefei’s interventions and innovations in Freedom
Talks, Kefei wrote: “We Chinese, when reading the newspaper, finish by reading only
local news, and remain unconcerned about what happens in other places. This is not a
good habit, because ‘we’ are people of the world, and events which happen in the
world require us to have a little understanding in order to grasp them.” His interlocutor
agreed with a different “we”: “We Nanyang Chinese are frequently only able to spout the
names of newspapers, but we do not understand, really, what newspapers are,” Jianzhi
replied. “We do not know that ultimately, newspapers shoulder the whole responsibility
of the world’s reforms. . . . We Nanyang Chinese thus forfeit the opportunity to be in tune
with world culture.”74

I have emphasised Kefei’s ideological commitments as an anarchist because it seems
to me that his anarchism disposed him to think universally even as he acted regionally
and locally, and to be uniquely conscious of the multiple scales of political and social
action.75 To paraphrase Michael Warner, Kefei was merely “going out into the world”
with his pen, hailing geographically indeterminate audiences that were both more and
less than the scale of the nation. As Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton have cau-
tioned us, “we need to be aware of the limits of the nation-state as a way of organising
our understanding of cultural change between 1870 and 1945.”76 Perhaps even more so
in the case of sojourning Chinese communities, who are so often studied in frameworks
that take an ethnicised nation-state along with them, assuming that “overseas Chinese
nationalism” is the only story which underwrites their historical subjectivity. Their
regionality was certainly one of the scales of “we” publics that were convened in the YKP.

On this ideological basis, it might even be possible to see Liu Kefei and his brothers
not as vessels of Chinese “diasporic” influence in the South Seas, but as nodes in a poly-
ethnic network of global radicalism and ideological bricolage that spanned the late
imperial world and the early twentieth century, which found local, regional, and global
expression simultaneously in vernacular idioms of universal social justice, individual lib-
eration, and cultural renovation, and were fashioned and transformed in a range of social
and historical conditions.77 The intellectual genealogies of Chinese anarchism – as yet
much understudied – have tended to be established in relation to the emergence of
Chinese communism, a relationship that has been inherited obediently in analysis of
its emergence among emigrant Chinese communities, where little attempt has been
made to index its global, rather than diasporic, nature.78 What this more global “we”
came up against, in the complex colonial public sphere of British Malaya, was language.

The Coexisting “We’s” of the Colonial Public Sphere

The final “we” I examine speaks to the distinction frequently made in context of discus-
sions about the Habermasian public sphere: that between the “private” and the “public.”
For Habermas, this distinction seemed to have derivations from Greek: the sphere of the
oikos (hidden, private, individual interactions in the domestic or intimate realm) and the
polis (open, public, collective interactions in the political or statist realm). This
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distinction makes little sense for the broader colonial space in which the YKP operated.
Notwithstanding Rudolf Wagner’s recent admonition not to “mind the gap” between lan-
guages within a given multilingual print space in order that we might better appreciate the
globality of the cosmopolitan public sphere of Shanghai,79 the colonial public spheres of
Malaya and Singapore at the heart of this study in this period seem, instead, to consist in
the coexistence of multiple effectively private spheres of discourse, each isolated from the
other by the boundaries of language. Within them, “publics” could exist without being
overheard by others who occupied the same public, physical space, and their “gaps,”
so to speak, were very much minded by a watchful colonial state.

The case of the May Fourth movement in Singapore and Malaya throws this into spe-
cial relief. Despite the lead-up of over six weeks in the Chinese-language press, the
events of 19 June appeared in the English-language press as an eruption of irrational
mob rule, an unprecedented menace to the “general public” and to the rust en orde of
colonial rule. Much reference was made to “gangs of Chinese rowdies,” “crowds of excit-
able Chinese coolies,” “disturbance,” “trouble,” and “turmoil,” and the restoration of
peace and order after a week of violence which, at one point, was even referred to as
a “holocaust.”80 “Five Fatalities,” one headline shrieked; its byline: “Effective
Government Measures.” No attempt was made to understand the nature of the grievances.
Instead: “Public inconvenienced.” The general strike on Friday 1 August in Kuala
Lumpur, convened to protest Wu Dunmin’s arrest, also appeared as though out of the
blue. The peninsular-based Malay Mail was the first to pick up the story: “The first intim-
ation that the general public had yesterday of anything out of the ordinary happening in
Chinese circles was the closing of all Chinese shops in town.”81 Three days afterward,
the Singapore Straits Times finally published an article catching up on the events in
Kuala Lumpur.82

That this was so is not surprising. Looking through the English-language colonial
press, predominantly the Straits Times, the counterpart Times of Malaya, and the
Singapore Free Press, it is very clear that the aspects of the event that mattered to
those attention publics were coverage of the terms of the peace treaty as it pertained to
Germany; they were interested mostly in ensuring minimal disruption to the healthy con-
tinuation of business and capital.83 There were only a few explicit moments of intersec-
tion with Chinese attention publics. One was a letter published on 13 May in the Straits
Times by a Chinese reader from Malacca who signed off as “Most Exasperated,” lament-
ing the decision on Qingdao as a “serious menace to [China’s] sovereignty and integ-
rity.”84 Another was the translation in the Singapore Free Press of a somewhat
threatening letter, dated 23 June, that had been sent to a Chinese employee of a
Japanese firm: “The anger of the students and the boycott of the merchants are examples
of our countrymen’s patriotism. . . . If you do not carry out our advice [to sever your
employment at the Japanese firm] within a week, blood will be seen.”85 These moments
of intersection between two essentially discrete publics were few and far between.

The YKP’s location in Kuala Lumpur also mattered. Tucked away farther up the pen-
insula, it was largely insulated from the more policed spaces of Singapore, and much less
subject to the kind of scrutiny that its Singaporean counterpart, the Guomin Ribao,
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received. On 28 May, the YKP reported that the government in Singapore had been
inspecting and censoring Chinese newspapers, in particular intercepting and censoring
articles about the Qingdao problem. Like the YKP, the Singaporean Guomin Ribao
had been immediate and vigorous in its response to the events in Beijing, advocating
an anti-Japanese boycott at around the same time as the YKP. But where the YKP con-
tinued to put out its vigorous articles throughout the summer of 1919, at least until
August, the Guomin Ribao was shut down by the British authorities in Singapore almost
immediately, and was only able to resume publication in October that year, under a new
name (Xin Guomin Ribao), and with a somewhat more subdued editorial tone. The rea-
sons for this are likely to do with the relative paucity of police oversight of the Chinese
communities in Kuala Lumpur, compared to Singapore. The Chinese Protectorate simply
did not have enough translators on the ground in Kuala Lumpur to scrutinise and censor
the Chinese-language press in a timely fashion.86 The Singapore Free Press editorial for
23 June observed as much:

There is some grounds for criticism that [the unrest] might have been foreseen by the
Government. . . . At the same time, it must be recognised that if the Chinese choose
to adopt a policy and organise a movement, the Protectorate is up against a stiff propos-
ition if the Chinese decided to keep it secret. No man can be more secretive, and profess
to know less about any matter in dispute, than a Chinaman.87

The latter statement, a rehash of the usual orientalist tropes about the inscrutability of the
Chinese, is more usefully regarded as a reflection of the gulf (or, to use Wagner’s term,
the gap) between the English- and Chinese-language publics. As the above discussion of
the YKP suggests, there was nothing very secret about the discussions which led to the
boycott. Wu Dunmin’s vigorous advocacy was “hidden” in plain sight: a “public sphere”
walled off by language, which remained private until enacted in event, and which, per-
haps because of this, immediately assumed the dimensions of crisis. It is not surprising
that it was this series of incidents in the summer of 1919 that precipitated a new wave of
tightened colonial control over the Chinese communities of Singapore and Malaya. In the
following year alone, a suite of punitive regulations were hurried through the Straits
Legislative Council and passed, almost without opposition. These included new ordi-
nances on passenger restriction, the reinvigoration of an older seditious publications
ordinance to place new restrictions on the flow of literature from China into the country,
the amendment of a naturalisation ordinance to allow the colonial state to revoke already-
granted naturalisation certificates, new regulations and registration requirements on print-
ing presses, and most critically, the surveillance and registration of Chinese schools,
which had been reckoned by the colonial government to have been at the root of most
of the agitation.

This “walling off” of one public from the other has been noted in another cognate
colonial context, that of Hong Kong. “We British in Hong Kong appear to have built
a Great Wall between ourselves and the Chinese,” Beilby Alston wrote to Francis
Tyrell at the British legation in Hong Kong, in the aftermath of the Hong Kong seamen’s
strike in the early months of 1922:
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We and they live in different worlds, mentally, politically and socially. For us, Hong
Kong is a little bit of England; and for them, it is one of the gates of China. Our news-
papers discuss the Irish Question, the Genoa Conference, or mosquitoes at the Peak, and
all but ignore the existence of China; during five days of April [1922], momentous for
China, the only news from parts of the country other than Canton which appeared in
our English press was a telegram saying that there was a great congestion of passengers
and mail at Shanghai owing to the railway line being interrupted between two stations
which do not exist. The Chinese press of Hong Kong, on the other hand, writes of
Chinese politics and affairs in the same manner as if its organs were published in
China; almost as if the government of Hong Kong was just a temporary accident and
as if its acts and decisions were too trivial to be mentioned in the same breath as
those of a provincial satrap in China.88

If delving into a single newspaper reveals a range of “we’s,” from the intimate to the
regional to the universal, it is a second contention of this paper that colonial public
spheres are further marked by the coexistence of multiple “we” publics within the
same colonial territory, ring-fenced by language, between which a reader might move
only by virtue of translation or multilingualism. The overlapping and coexistence of
these multiple publics might be regarded as a basic quality of a colonial public sphere,
particularly in those as multilingual as found in the British colonies of Malaya and
Singapore, the latter frequently referred to as a kind of Eastern “Babel,”89 and to a lesser
extent owing to its comparative linguistic homogeneity, Hong Kong. Filled with improb-
ably cohabitant print vernaculars jostling up against each other, colonial Malaya’s “public
sphere” might be understood as a product of many convergent elsewheres, each of which
produced numerous indeterminate “we” communities bounded by language, and embed-
ded in geographies and circuits of ideas that were at once cosmopolitan and particular, at
once transnational, transregional, and translocal. Malay-language papers looked west-
ward through the Indian Ocean to a newly reformist Middle East, infused with Arabic,
Sanskrit, Tamil, and Persian vocabularies and literary genres; Chinese-language papers
looking north and eastward, grappling with currents of language reform and modern
ideologies coursing through a Sinophone world, and shading at its experimental edges
into hybrid and creole varieties; English-language papers that looked uneasily to a colo-
nial metropole, modifying or refusing its cultural imprimaturs. And yet all these “we”
communities coexisted within the same physical territory, and moved through the
same heres even as they brought multitudinous elsewheres with them.

Though it is beyond the scope of this article to elaborate, it is worth noting that these
overlapping diasporic, regional, and linguistic print worlds within colonial Malaya have
rarely been brought into analytical dialogue with one another. Indeed, it is inordinately
difficult to discern where they addressed each other at the time. When Luo Jiongxiong
called out to his fellow “gentlemen of conscience,” he was certainly not addressing,
for example, Malay-, Arabic-, or Tamil-language newspaper readers with whom he
lived cheek by jowl in the city of Kuala Lumpur or the rest of the territory of British
Malaya. And when for example the Majalah Guru, a Malay-language newspaper pub-
lished in Seremban (a city south of Kuala Lumpur) in 1924 announced in its inaugural
issue that the paper represented “the best place from which to contact ‘the many,’” that
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“many” undoubtedly did not include Luo Jiongxiong’s gentlemen of conscience.90 As
Tim Harper observed of the “diasporic public sphere” of Singapore, “historians have
written about how specific diasporas came to terms with their new environment, but
have said little about how different diasporas conversed with each other.”91 No more
so than in a colonial space so full of them.

And yet, the synchronicity of these editorial endeavours was surely significant, as
much recent scholarship on temporality has begun to suggest. The May Fourth move-
ment has been a major point of reference for China, often appearing as the central linch-
pin of the dawn of Chinese modernity, a great rupture associated with a violent
antitraditionalism and a self-conscious fetishisation of the new and the radical,92 and a
“diasporic moment” of heightened transnational Chinese patriotism. Sebastian Conrad
and Dominic Sachsenmaier, however, have argued for the arc of the 1880s to the
1930s as a coherent time period characterised by globalisation, the essential continuation
of colonial rule, convergent tropes of belonging, and the globalising of oppositional
movements that sought to redefine and push back against an amassing, dominant
world order.93 In this more global frame, the May Fourth movement appears not merely
as a moment of Chinese nationalism, but as one of many synchronous mass movements
of the era, and the broader period in which it sits, one of multiple overlapping
reformist-oriented modernities.

How, then, do we locate the diasporic yet synchronous print publics of colonial
Malaya at this global conjuncture of the early twentieth century and the cultural geog-
raphies they invoked and domesticated?94 How do we deal, analytically, with their coex-
istence? What should we make of the fact that, for example, Al-Imam, the
Malay-language Arab-inflected Islamic reform journal, commenced publication in
Singapore in the same year, 1907, as the vigorous Chinese-language reform journal
Zonghui bao (Union Times), seemingly without a single point of intersection or inter-
action between them, each with synchronous sets of claims to the modern?95 How do
we think about the transregionality, transnationality, and the parallel coexistence of think-
ing, reading, and protesting colonial publics in a moment like 1919? What did colonial-
ism itself have to do with both their intellectual synchronicities and the boundaries of
race, language, and power that kept them apart? Much in this vein remains to be done.

Conclusion

If publics exist by virtue of being addressed, what public is “called into being” by a paper
such as the Yik Khuan Poh? I have tried to illustrate two arguments. First, the “Chinese
public” addressed and convened by the YKP was no culturally unified thing whose
dimensions can be forced, as Arif Dirlik has cautioned us, into a single coherent history
of the “transnational Chinese press,” nor one which can be said simply to address a trans-
national Chinese readership. In recovering the productive ambiguity of “we”, rather than
“Chinese”, as an organizing principle for the publics convened in the YKP, I have
stressed the translocal gradations and relationalities that exist within the “transnational
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we” which models of diaspora tend to assume, and overdetermine. I have also examined
the regionality of the paper, with one condition for its emergence being the social networks
an editor brought to a newspaper, and the ideological affinities he espoused, as well as the
need for a constant negotiation of the tensions between “here” and “elsewhere”. Among
other things, these enable us to recognize that what Benedict Anderson called Isobelo
de los Reyes’ “pronominal slippages” and unbounded audiences were perhaps features
rather than exceptions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the case of
ascribed “diasporic” Chinese communities of this era, this unboundedness was a fateful
tension that became resolvable only toward the ethnonational, at the expense, potentially,
of alternative genealogies of belonging to the region and the world.96

Secondly, and equally, the colonial print space is not one which we can think of as
coterminous with a national public sphere. In this paper I have suggested that the “colo-
nial” quality of a public sphere must at least in part consist in its compound, syncopated,
and polyphonic nature: one predicated on language, and not only, or necessarily, on race
and ethnicity,97 as well as one which, even in a strong “diasporic moment,” is layered and
textured with many different geographies of collective belonging. It is a space in which
first person plurals overlap and coexist within a shared territory that can be designated
neither fully public nor fully private, and indeed, contains always within it the potential
of crisis at the point of exposure of one “private” reading public to the other. And it is
perhaps one which, taking the global frame of reference that is so frequently the mental
scaffolding upon which the contents of early twentieth-century newspapers are erected, it
might not suffice to refer to as merely “Chinese.”
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